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- RCU Writers
  - Must guarantee consistent view of data structures to readers
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- A context switch on a CPU implies all readers on that CPU are done
- Grace period ends after all CPUs execute a context switch
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Preemption of vCPUs executing RCU read-side critical sections

*Grace periods cannot complete while a vCPU is preempted within an RCU read-side critical section*
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Baseline

Overcommit

26.37× increase in max grace period duration
2.18× increase in the average grace period duration
2.9× increase in CPU consumed per grace period computation
Evaluation 2: Memory microbenchmark

Baseline

Overcommit

$3.62 \times$ increase in max grace period duration

$30.26\%$ increase in the average grace period duration

$\sim 50\%$ increase in peak memory footprint
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*RCU-reader preemption can impact VM density and consolidation*
Summary

- First evaluation of vCPU preemption within RCU readers
- Demonstrate that RCU-reader preemption has significant performance impacts
- Techniques to handle lock-holder preemption cannot be applied directly to RCU
- Currently investigating a holistic solution for the RCU-reader preemption problem
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